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This invention relates to a bed cover support 
and is of the type that can be inserted beneath 
the covers and above the mattress and mattress 
covers and which is collapsible for carrying pur 
poses and will ?t substantially all beds. 
Since the purpose of such a support is to hold 

elevated the covers of a bed so that the weight 
of such covers will not bear upon certain parts 
of the body of the person in the bed such a 
structure need only be as wide as a single width 
bed and transverse extensibility is usually not 
required but, if it is, same can be of the type 
illustrated in Patent No. 2,356,219 dated August 
22, 1944. Also in common with said patented 
cover support, same can be placed at the foot of 
the bed to keep the weight off of the feet, about 
one-third up from the foot to keep the weight 
off of the knees and about half-way between 
the bed ends to keep the weight off of the abdo 
men of the person in the bed. ' 
The present invention contemplates, like the 

aforesaid patent, the inclusion of an inverted 
U-shaped cover supporting portion, a pair of 
elongated base members, each of moderate width, 
and adjustable connections between the arms of 
the supporting portion and said base members. 
The chief object of the present invention is to 

reduce the number of parts of such a structure 
to a minimum and have such parts of extremely 
simple character. 

The-chief feature of the present invention re 
sides in the base supported pivotal connections 
for the U-shaped cover support and the locking 
association therebetween. 
Other objects and features of the invention 

will be set forth more fully hereinafter. ' 
The full nature of the invention will be under 

stood from the accompanying drawings and the 
following description and claims: 
In the drawings Fig. 1 is a side elevation of 

the arm supporting end of a bed cover support 
base and the arm associated therewith. 

Fig. 2 is a rear elevational view of the same. 
Fig. 3 is a side elevation of a still simpler form 

of the invention. 
Since the aforementioned patent in Fig. 1 illus 

trates multiple positioning of such a stf‘pport 
upon a bed, no duplication herein is believed 
necessary and similarly illustration of but one 
side portion of such device is believed sufficient. 
In Fig. 1 and 2, It indicates an elongated base, 

II the adjacent end of the intermediate portion 
of a U-shaped support having bend I2 when 
same extends as arm I3 towards the base. 
The base ID has “secured to it by suitable means 
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2 
such as screws I4, if of wood, the flanges I5 
of the spaced brackets I6. In side elevation same 
have a semi-circular upper edge, see Fig. 1. In~ 
terposed therebetween and at the forward por 
tions of such plates I6, is a spacing member I'i 
and same may be retained in position by rivets 
I8 or the like. 
The free end of arm I3 is apertured at Ia,’ see 

Fig. 1, and the plates are apertured at 26. Ex 
tending therethrough is pivot pin 2I having heads 
22 bearing on the exterior faces of plates I6. 
Thus the arm I3 is pivoted to the base ID. Of 
course, it is to be understood that both sides 
of the support structure I6 are similarly formed. 
To retain the U-shaped support in adjusted 

angular position the arm I3 mounts at 24 an 
elongated U-shaped clip or guide 23. lSlidable 
therein is tongue 25 provided at its upper end 
with the ?nger grip or wing structure 25?). So 
that same may lie ?at against base Iii when the 
structure is collapsed such wing structure 251) is 
coplanar with the tongue 25. When this is not 
desired the wing structure may be curled away 
from arm I3. When so curled, if full collapse 
is desired, guide 23 and tongue 25 may be 
mounted upon the opposite side edge of arm I3. 
The two plates I6 are radially notched at their 

peripheries as at 26 and the lateral extensions 
‘25a of said tongue 25 simultaneously seat in any 
aligned pair of notches. By this means the 
elevation of portion II relative to the plane of 
base Iii can be adjusted as determined by said 
notches. 
‘The aforesaid structure is self-sustaining and 

latchable in adjusted position and acts as a brace 
member or members. 
Reference will now be had to a still further 

simpli?ed form of the invention and- same is 
illustrated in Fig. 3. Therein IIE! indicates the 
base and numerals III to H8 indicate corre 
sponding parts. Herein the plate periphery 
notches I26 are similar except the lowermost 
aligned pair which have lateral extensions 126a. 
The arm II3 herein is apertured at II9 but 

same is elongated as illustrated. Pivot pin I2! 
is slidable therein and has head portions I22, 
said pin passing through aligned apertures I29 
in said plates II6. Arm II3 has positioned 
therein a pin I25 and extending oppositely there 
from said pin has notch seating aligned portions 
I25a. 
The length of slot H9 in ‘arm H3 is at least 

sufficient to permit the arm to be moved longi 
tudinally and radially relative to pin I2I until 
pin end portions I25a are positioned immediately 
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beyond the periphery of plates H6. Then the 
arm I I3 can be swung up or down as desired and 
then reversely moved inward relative to pivot IZI 
whereupon portions [25a seat in the selected 
aligned pair of notches I26. 
For retaining the structure in collapsed posi 

tion for transportation, the parts are positioned 
so that pin ends l2‘5a register with and seat in the 
aligned notches l26a closest to the base H0. 
Lifting upon the arm or portion Ill then causes 
the arm I l 3 to slightly pivot on pivot l2l so that 
the portions l25a then seat in the offset portions 
|26a of the bottom pair of notches I26 and are 
pressure trapped therein when the structure is 
carried by the portion Ill. If desired these 
o?set portions l26a may be angular or bayonet 
slot type. 
While the invention has been illustrated and 

described in great detail in the drawings and 
foregoing description, the same is to be con 
sidered as illustrative and not restrictive in 
character. 
The several modi?cations described herein as 

well as others which will readily suggest them 
selves to persons skilled in this art, all are con 
sidered to be within the broad scope of the in 
vention, reference being had to the appended 
claims. 
The invention claimed is: 
1. In a portable, collapsible and adjustable self 

sustaining bed cover supporting structure having 
a pair of spaced elongated base members each of 
substantial width and of a length several times 
that of the width and relatively independent of 
each other, and an inverted U-shaped element 
having arms directed towards said members and 
constituting substantially the sole connection 
therebetween, the combination of an arcuate 
rack projecting upwardly from each base mem 
ber, a pivot coaxial with the center of the rack, 
each arm adjacent the base member having an 
aperture formed at the end for seating said pivot, 
and means projecting laterally of the arm in 
juxtaposition to the rack and operatively as 
sociated therewith for securing the arm in ad 
justed angularity to the plane of the base mem 
ber, each arcuate rack comprising a pair of 
spaced side plates, the peripheries thereof hav 
ing arcuately spaced notches formed therein, 
the notches of one plate being in alignment with 
the notches of the other plate of each rack, the 
means projecting laterally of the arm compris 
ing a, tongue having lateral projections of a size 
adapted to be seated within said notches, said 
tongue being slidably supported on said arm. 
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2. In a portable, collapsible and adjustable self 

sustaining bed cover supporting structure having 
a pair of spaced elongated base members each of 
substantial width and of a length several times 
that of the width and relatively independent of 
each other, and an inverted U-shaped element 
having arms directed towards said members and 
constituting substantially the sole connection 
therebetween, the combination of an arcuate rack 
projecting upwardly from each base member, a 
pivot coaxial with the center of the rack, each 
arm adjacent the base member having an 
aperture formed at the end for seating said pivot, 
and means projecting laterally of the arm in 
juxtaposition to the rack and operatively as 
sociated therewith for securing the arm in ad 
justed angularity to the plane of the base mem 
ber, each arcuate rack comprising a pair of 
spaced side plates, the peripheries thereof hav 
ing arcuately spaced notches formed therein, the 
‘notches of one plate being in alignment with the 
notches of the other plate of each rack, the 
means projecting laterally of the arm comprising 
a tongue having lateral projections formed to a 
size to enable them to be seated readily within 
said notches, said tongue being slidably sup 
ported on said arm, guide means carried by the 
arm for said tongue, said tongue extending 
through said guide means and having a ?nger 
engageable portion at one end thereof. 

FREDRICK W. COFFING. 
GEORGE H. BROWN. 
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